ABOUT

As founder of DFMA, Davinia
Fermi’s plan for the make-up
academy has remained
unchanged. DFMA was created
with the sole aim of providing
professional make-up schools that
would be accessible and affordable for
everyone - allowing students to
gain the experience and current
skills required to succeed in this
exciting industry.

In 2010, Davinia saw her dream realised, when
she opened her first make-up school in Brighton
- DFMA. Her and her team’s vision for the
academy has increased due to the success of
their students and unprecedented demand for
DFMA courses -this has led them to develop and
create DFMA schools in other regional locations.
Davinia’s background is not just in the classroom
- she and her team are freelancers who know
what it is like to succeed in this competitive
industry. This relevant up-to-date experience is
one of the unique selling points of the DFMA
make-up schools and provides up-to-date
knowledge and contacts that can help students
find really greatopportunities in the field.
As a highly-experienced make-up and hair artist,
Davinia’s work has appeared on TV (including
Strictly Come Dancing) and in music videos and
countless glossy magazines internationally,
including Tatler, Vogue, Harpers Bazaar,
Sports International and Numero.

She has also worked with photographers such as
David Bailey and for clients including Virgin
Atlantic, Rolex, Debenhams, Hackett and Louis
Vuitton. Her celebrity “faces” have included
Sharleen Spiteri, Vanessa Mae, Emma Bunton
and Daniel Craig and she has also helped
create make-up looks for a long list of catwalk
shows in London, Paris and Milan.

JANE ASPINALL

Jane is a special effects master and has carved
herself a great reputation in the world of TV
Hair & Make up! Most recently, she’s worked
on Star Wars, numerous drama’s for channel 4
and the BBC including The Bill, Holby City, Call
the Midwife and the nation’s good old favourite
Eastenders.

It is the passion that Davinia
and her team share for their art
and the industry which is the
driving force behind DFMA
and they look forward to you
joining in their success.

GEMMA WHEATCROFT
Gemma is a fully trained make-up and hair artist
and works in fashion editorial and celebrity makeup. Most recently, Gemma worked on Britian’s got
Talent and the X Factor, she has also travelled on
tour with many stars including Kylie Minogue.
SEEMA CHOPRA
Seema is a hairstylist specialising in wig design
and is based in London. Her wigs have been
displayed internationally in Agent Provocateur
andChristian Dior windows. They have also
beenseen on stage at the English National Opera,
London.
AJ
AJ is a fully trained hair and make-up artist in
fashion, film and celebrity. Clients include,
StreetDance The Movie, Kanye West, Sugababes
and many more.

Call us now on

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

WOLF REICHERTER
In 1998 Wolf Reicherter became directly involved
with body painting art for the first time. Soon after
this, his first living work of art was created. In the
same year he became intrigued by UV-colours
and body painting and from this combination of
passions, BodyMagic was born. During the last
seven years Wolf Reicherter continued to explore
and develop the medium and his style, creating
painting after painting.

LISA GEORGE
Having worked for over 15 years in the business
Lisa has established herself as a highly respected
hair and make up artist with a wealth of
experience. She brings to every assignment a
huge ability combined with a stylish, calm and
professional demeanor. She has worked with
celebrities from within the film, television and
music industry including Kevin Spacey, Thandie
Newton, Lily Allen and Yasmin Le Bon, to name but
a few.
Lisa’s hair and make up design has graced TV
screens worldwide and she has worked with
many varied clients. Her ability and personality
have assisted in her career and she is constantly
in demand for many varying genres in the
entertainment industry including advertising
campaigns, TV commercials, red carpet events and
a huge array of film and entertainment projects.
NIGEL BOOTH
BAFTA - Make up effects – The English Patient (Jim
Henson creature shop)
BAFTA - Make up effects team – Greek Myths (Jim
Henson creature shop)
EMMY - Visual effects sculpture – Before the
Dinosaurs (Nigel Booth Studio)
Films and TV series include – Exodus, Guardians
of the Galaxy, Captain America, Robin Hood,
Hellboy II = The Golden Army, Hellboy, The
Golden Compass, Hitchhikers Guide to the
Galaxy, Blade II, 102 Dalmations, Pinocchio, The
Never Ending Story pt III, The Flintstones, Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles, Hellraiser, Aliens, Walking
with Dinosaurs, Walking With Beasts, Land Of
Giants, Primeval, The Storyteller – Greek Myths,
Frankenstein – The Real Story, Dinosaurs ,Exodus.

ABOUT

TEAM GUESTS AT THE ACADEMY INCLUDE:

OUR COURSES

FOUNDATION
IN MAKE-UP ARTISTRY

5 Day Course - Monday to Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm

Finance included
Selected Brand discounts and private shopping
24/7 Access to our DFMA Advice Board – Meet the Experts
Full make up brush kit
Full DFMA Pro HD Make up kit
DFMA Certificate of achievement – Industry Recognized
SMALL CLASSES ONLY giving you more 1-1 attention and
a more outstanding learning environment to reach your full
potential and bring the best out of each individual artist.
We strive for quality and our famous reputation within the
industry of exceptional artists of high standards.
This course does not include DFMA’s pro team Industry
Famous Unlimited Aftercare, and Jobs.
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Back to Basics
Full flawless face
Product Knowledge
Dramatic make up
Eye shapes Tips and Tricks
Face shapes
Contouring
Highlighting techniques and understanding
Heath and Safety
Kit Set up
Skin Types
Skin Textures
Skin Tones
Foundation matching for colour and texture payoff
Individual lash application
Full lash application
Mature make up tricks tips and techniques
Camouflage make up for Face, body and hands
Colour Correction and concealing
Full bridal looks
Classic make up look
Vintage make up look
Full even lip techniques
Perfecting the winged liner
Bridal Business cost and set up
Event/prom/red carpet full make up
Full day Professional Photo-shoot with images to
help set you up and help you further to succeed
* Guest industry Global Artists

4 Week Course - Monday to Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm

SMALL CLASSES ONLY giving you more 1-1 attention and a
more outstanding learning environment to reach your full potential and bring the best out of each individual artist. We strive
for quality and our famous reputation within the industry of
exceptional artists of high standards.
(Finance offered)
COURSE COVERS:
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0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

MAKE UP –
* Back to Basics
* Full flawless face
* On the spot correction
* No make up make up look
* Product Knowledge
* Eye shapes Tips and Tricks
* Face shapes
* Contouring
* Highlighting techniques and understanding
* Colour Correction
* Skin Types
* Skin Textures
* Skin Tones
* Foundation matching for colour and texture payoff
* Individual lash application
* Full lash application
* Mature make up tricks tips and techniques
* Camouflage makes up for Face, body and hands
* Correction and concealing
* Full bridal looks
* Bridal consultations advice, timings and Business cost
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and set up
Classic make up look
Vintage makes up looks 50s 30S and 60s
Full even lip techniques
Perfecting the winged liner
Dramatic transformation make up and corrections
Texture Effects
3D make up
Beauty and Editorial
Commercial make up
Couture make up and design and structuring
Skin pay offs – full cover, sheer, glow and Gloss Business
cost and set up Bridal
Event/prom/red carpet full make up
Health and safety in the work place
Ethnic make up
High Fashion make up
Male Grooming
Perfecting brows master class
TV/Music Video script Breakdown
Continuity hair and make up
Articulate on set rules and regulations
Fashion Beauty theme day
Bollywood make up and ethnic styles and skin tones
Mood boards
Fashion period test day
Make up for black and white photography
Gem stone applications
Blocking out eyebrows techniques

HAIR –
* Full look hair and make up styles
* Timings
* Basic one length cut
* 50s style French Pleats
* 60s beehive session hairstyling
* Velcro roller sets
* Pin curling
* Barrel curl sets
* Finger waving
* Brow drying techniques
* On trend hair techniques
Full day Professional Photo-shoot with images to help set
you up and help you further to succeed
Guest industry Global Artists

OUR COURSES

FASHION, MEDIA/TV
MAKE-UP AND HAIR

Finance included
Major leading Brands discounts and private shopping
Brand Invitations to private masterclasses UNLIMITED
UNLIMTED famous aftercare,
Job and assisting opportunities
Business set up days and marketing and social media expertise
24/7 Access to our DFMA Advice Board – Meet the Experts
Full make up brush kit
Full DFMA Pro HD Make up kit
Full Hair kit
DFMA Certificate of achievement – Industry Recognized

4 Week Course - Monday to Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm

SMALL CLASSES ONLY giving you more 1-1 attention and
a more outstanding learning environment to reach your full
potential and bring the best out of each individual artist.
We strive for quality and our famous reputation within the
industry of exceptional artists of high standards.
COURSE COVERS:
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MAKE UP –
* Full flawless HD face for Film and TV
* Theatre Make up tips and tricks
* Product Knowledge
* Eye shapes Tips and Tricks
* Face shapes
* Colour Correction
* Skin Types
* Skin Textures
* Skin Tones
* Foundation matching for colour and texture payoff
* Individual lash application
* Full lash application
* Mature make up tricks tips and techniques
* Camouflage makes up for Face, body and hands
* Correction and concealing
* Classic make up look
* Period Drama/film looks and discussions through the histories
for 20s/40s/50s/60s
* Full even lip techniques
* Perfecting the winged liner
* Business cost and set up
* Health and safety in the work place
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*
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Ethnic make up
Male Grooming for HD TV and Film
TV/Film script Breakdowns
Continuity hair and make up
Articulate on set rules and regulations
Mood boards
TV Period test day

SPFX –
* Set Themes and stories
* Character make up and all the elements
* Life casting\
* Coloring and application
* Ageing effects
* Bruising styling techniques
* Swelling, grazes and blood
* Prosthetic creation
* Application effects Gelatin
* 2 DAY molding and sculpting towards final looks
* Making a character dynamic
* Infusing your design with character
* Sculpting expressions
* Textures and detailing
* Deep gash and making stiches
* Bald caps making from scratch, preparation and supplication
* Burns
* Casualty FX
* Corrective death disheveled make up
HAIR –
* Full look hair and make up styles
* Timings
* Basic one length cut
* Period hair through the eras
* Velcro roller sets
* Pin curling
* Barrel cur sets
* Finger waving period historical referencing
* Brow drying techniques
* Wig preparation and application and aftercare demo
* Making of facial hairpiece and preparation and application of
the finished piece
Full day Professional Photo-shoot with images to help set you up
and help you further to succeed
Guest industry Global Artists

OUR COURSES

TV, FILM & THEATRE
MAKE-UP AND HAIR

Finance included
Major leading Brands discounts and private shopping
Brand Invitations to private masterclasses UNLIMITED
UNLIMTED famous aftercare, Job and assisting opportunities
Business set up days and marketing and social media
expertise
24/7 Access to our DFMA Advice Board – Meet the Experts
Full make up brush kit
Full DFMA Pro HD Make up kit
Complementary Basic SPFX kit
Full Hair kit
DFMA Certificate of achievement – Industry Recognized

BRIDAL ELITE HAIR AND MAKE-UP STUDIO

2-Week Intensive Training Course - Monday to Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm

SMALL CLASSES ONLY giving you more 1-1 attention and
a more outstanding learning environment to reach your full
potential and bring the best out of each individual artist. We
strive for quality and our famous reputation within the industry
of exceptional artists of high standards.
This course does not include DFMA’s pro team Industry
Famous Unlimited Aftercare, and Jobs, that are not Bridal
related.
COURSE COVERS:
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MAKE UP
* Full flawless face
* Product Knowledge
* Dramatic make up
* Eye shapes Tips and Tricks
* Face shapes
* Contouring
* Highlighting techniques and understanding for face, arms and
décolletage
* Colour Correction
* Skin Types
* Skin Textures
* Skin Tones
* Foundation matching for colour and texture payoff
* Individual lash application
* Full lash application
* Mature make up tricks tips and techniques
* Camouflage make up for Face, body and hands
* Correction and concealing
* Full bridal looks
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Classic make up look
Vintage make up look
Bohemian styles
1960s bride
Asian brides
Make up for black and white photography
1920s, 19302 vintage inspired bride
Full even lip techniques
Perfecting the winged liner
Bridal Business cost and set up
Bridal Marketing advice
Bridal trials for bridal confidence and etiquette
Airbrushing base and contour make up applications longer lasting
skin, and an added extra to offer your brides

HAIR–
* Full hair and make up looks
* Timings
* 50s style French Pleats
* 60s beehive session hairstyling
* Velcro roller sets
* Pin curling
* Barrel cur sets
* Brow drying techniques
* On trend hair techniques
* Tong effects
* Vintage looks
* Braiding
* Hair extension preparation application and care
* Placements for tiaras and pinning in veils where and how
Asian bride Jewelry and Dupatta placement

Full day Professional Photo-shoot with images to help set you up and
help you further to succeed
Guest industry Global Artists

OUR COURSES

Finance included
Brand discounts and private shopping
24/7 Access to our DFMA Advice Board – Meet the Experts
Full make up brush kit
Full DFMA Pro HD Make up kit
DFMA Certificate of achievement – Industry Recognized
Airbrush Certification of achievement – Industry Recognized

8 Weekends Saturday & Sunday
10:00am to 5:00pm

SMALL CLASSES ONLY giving you more 1-1 attention and
a more outstanding learning environment to reach your full
potential and bring the best out of each individual artist.
We strive for quality and our famous reputation within the
industry of exceptional artists of high standards.
COURSE COVERS:
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MAKE UP –
* Back to Basics
* Full flawless face
* Product Knowledge
* Eye shapes Tips and Tricks
* Face shapes
* Contouring
* Highlighting techniques and understanding
* Colour Correction
* Skin Types
* Skin Textures
* Skin Tones
* Foundation matching for colour and texture payoff
* Individual lash application
* Full lash application
* Mature make up tricks tips and techniques
* Camouflage makes up for Face, body and hands
* Correction and concealing
* Full bridal looks
* Bridal consultations advice, timings and Business cost
and set up
* Classic make up look
* Vintage makes up looks 50s 30S and 60s
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Full even lip techniques
Perfecting the winged liner
Dramatic transformation make up and corrections
Texture Effects
3D make up
Beauty and Editorial
Commercial make up
Couture make up and design and structuring
Skin pay offs – full cover, sheer, glow and Gloss
Business cost and set up Bridal
Event/prom/red carpet full make up
Health and safety in the work place
High Fashion make up
Male Grooming
Perfecting brows master class
TV/Music Video script Breakdown
Continuity hair and make up
Articulate on set rules and regulations
Fashion Beauty theme day
Bollywood make up and ethnic styles and skin tones
Mood boards
Fashion period test day
Make up for black and white photography
Gem stone applications
Blocking out eyebrows techniques

Full day Professional Photo-shoot with images to help set
you up and help you further to succeed
Guest industry Global Artists

OUR COURSES

EXCLUSIVE PART TIME CREATIVE
FASHION, MEDIA AND TV MAKE-UP

Finance included
Major leading Brands discounts and private shopping
Brand Invitations to private masterclasses UNLIMITED
UNLIMTED famous aftercare, Job and assisting opportunities
Business set up days and marketing and social media expertise
24/7 Access to our DFMA Advice Board – Meet the Experts
Full make up brush kit
Full DFMA Pro HD Make up kit
DFMA Certificate of achievement – Industry Recognized

OUR COURSES

ADVANCE PRO FASHIONMAKE UP

5-day course, Monday to Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm
(Previous Experience necessary)

Finance included
Major leading Brands discounts and private shopping
Brand Invitations to private masterclasses UNLIMITED
UNLIMTED famous aftercare, Job and assisting
opportunities
Business set up days and marketing and social media
expertise
24/7 Access to our DFMA Advice Board – Meet the Experts
Full make up brush kit
Full DFMA Pro HD Make up kit
DFMA Certificate of achievement – Industry Recognized
SMALL CLASSES ONLY giving you more 1-1 attention and
a more outstanding learning environment to reach your full
potential and bring the best out of each individual artist.
We strive for quality and our famous reputation within the
industry of exceptional artists of high standards.

COURSE COVERS:
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Dramatic transformation make up and corrections
The art of make up
Wet look effects
Texture Effects
3D make up
Design and execution for Beauty and Editorial
Commercial make up
Couture make up and design and structuring
Advent grade make up
Lip Art
Skin pay offs – full cover, sheer, glow and Gloss
Master class Advance in Eyes
Red Carpet
Current runway trends
Contouring
Highlighting techniques and understanding
Colour Correction
Advice on Portfolio and direction
Business advice

Full day TEST industry Theme Day Professional Beauty
Photo-shoot with images
Guest industry Global Artists

Call us now on

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

Full time 2 weeks, Monday to Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm

Call us now on

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

SMALL CLASSES ONLY giving you more 1-1 attention and
a more outstanding learning environment to reach your full
potential and bring the best out of each individual artist. We
strive for quality and our famous reputation within the industry
of exceptional artists of high standards.

COURSE COVERS:
* Back to Basics
* Full flawless face
* On the spot correction
* No make up make up look
* Product Knowledge
* Eye shapes Tips and Tricks
* Face shapes
* Contouring
* Highlighting techniques and understanding
* Colour Correction
* Skin Types
* Skin Textures
* Skin Tones
* Foundation matching for colour and texture payoff
* Individual lash application
* Full lash application
* Mature make up tricks tips and techniques
* Camouflage makes up for Face, body and hands
* Correction and concealing
* Classic make up look
* Vintage makes up looks 50s, 30S Full even lip
techniques
* Perfecting the winged liner
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*
*
*
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*

Dramatic transformation make up and corrections
Beauty and Editorial
Commercial make up
Skin pay offs – full cover, sheer, glow and Gloss
Business cost and set up
Event/prom/red carpet full make up
Health and safety in the work place
Ethnic make up
High Fashion make up
Perfecting brows master class
Red Carpet Glamour make up
Make up for black and white photography
Creative Fashion Gem stone applications face and
body

Full day Professional Photo-shoot with images to help
set you up and help you further to succeed
Guest industry Global Artists

OUR COURSES

INTERMEDIATE FASHION MAKE UP

Finance included
Selected leading Brands discounts and private shopping
Brand Invitations to private master classes UNLIMITED
UNLIMTED famous aftercare, Job and assisting opportunities
Business set up days and marketing and social media expertise
24/7 Access to our DFMA Advice Board – Meet the Experts
Full make up brush kit
Full DFMA Pro HD Make up kit
DFMA Certificate of achievement – Industry Recognized

OUR COURSES

SPFX WORK SHOP EXTENSION

Full time 5 day course, Monday to Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm

Finance included
Major leading Brands discounts and private shopping
Brand Invitations to private masterclasses UNLIMITED
UNLIMTED famous aftercare, Job and assisting opportunities
Business set up days and marketing and social media expertise
24/7 Access to our DFMA Advice Board – Meet the Experts
Full make up brush kit
Full DFMA Pro HD Make up kit
Complementary Basic SPFX kit
DFMA Certificate of achievement – Industry Recognized
SMALL CLASSES ONLY giving you more 1-1 attention and
a more outstanding learning environment to reach your full
potential and bring the best out of each individual artist. We
strive for quality and our famous reputation within the industry
of exceptional artists of high standards.

Call us now on

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

COURSE COVERS:
* TV/Film script Breakdowns
* Continuity hair and make up
* Articulate on set rules and regulations
* Ageing effects
* Bruising styling techniques
* Swelling, grazes and blood
* Application effects Gelatin
* Deep gash and making stiches
* Burns
* Casualty FX
* Corrective death disheveled make up

Full time 9 weeks, Monday to Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm

SMALL CLASSES ONLY giving you more 1-1 attention and
a more outstanding learning environment to reach your full
potential and bring the best out of each individual artist. We
strive for quality and our famous reputation within the industry
of exceptional artists of high standards.
COURSE COVERS:

Call us now on

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

MAKE UP –
* Back to Basics
* Full flawless face
* Product Knowledge
* Eye shapes Tips and Tricks
* Face shapes
* Contouring
* Highlighting techniques and understanding
* Colour Correction
* Skin Types
* Skin Textures
* Skin Tones
* Foundation matching for colour and texture payoff
* Individual lash application
* Full lash application
* Mature make up tricks tips and techniques
* Camouflage makes up for Face, body and hands
* Correction and concealing
* Full bridal looks

* Bridal consultations advice, timings and Business cost
and set up
* Classic make up look
* Vintage makes up looks 50s 30S and 60s
* Period Drama/film looks and discussions through the
histories for 20s/40s/50s/60s
* Full even lip techniques
* Perfecting the winged liner
* Dramatic transformation make up and corrections
* Texture Effects
* 3D make up
* Beauty and Editorial
* Commercial make up
* Couture make up and design and structuring
* Skin pay offs – full cover, sheer, glow and Gloss
Business cost and set up Bridal
* Event/prom/red carpet full make up
* Health and safety in the work place
* High Fashion make up
* Male Grooming for HD TV and Film
* Perfecting brows master class
* TV/Music Video script Breakdown
* Continuity hair and make up
* TV/Film script Breakdowns
* Continuity hair and make up
* Articulate on set rules and regulations
* Fashion Beauty theme day
* Bollywood make up and ethnic styles and skin tones
* Mood boards
* Fashion period test day
* TV/Film Period test day
* Make up for black and white photography
* Gem stone applications
* Blocking out eyebrows techniques
CONTINUED...

OUR COURSES

FULL VVIP PRO COURSE ALL ACCESS
INDUSTRY PASS

Finance included
Major leading Brands discounts and private shopping
Brand Invitations to private Masterclasses UNLIMITED
UNLIMTED famous aftercare, Job and assisting opportunities
Business set up days and marketing and social media expertise
24/7 Access to our DFMA Advice Board – Meet the Experts
Full make up brush kit
Full DFMA Pro HD Make up kit
Complementary Basic SPFX kit
Full Hair Kit
DFMA Certificate of achievement – Industry Recognized

OUR COURSES

FULL VVIP PRO COURSE ALL ACCESS
INDUSTRY PASS

Full time 9 weeks, Monday to Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm

Call us now on

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

SPFX –
* Set Themes and stories
* Character make up and all the elements
* Life casting
* Coloring and application
* Ageing effects
* Bruising styling techniques
* Swelling, grazes and blood
* Prosthetic creation
* Application effects Gelatin
* 2 DAY molding and sculpting towards final looks
* Making a character dynamic
* Infusing your design with character
* Sculpting expressions
* Textures and detailing
* Deep gash and making stiches
* Bald caps making from scratch, preparation and
supplication
Burns
* Casualty FX
* Corrective death disheveled make up

HAIR – Covering fashion influences, Period Drama
and Film
* Full look hair and make up styles
* Timings
* Basic one length cut
* Period hair through the eras
* 50s style French Pleats
* 60s beehive session hairstyling
* Velcro roller sets
* Pin curling
* Barrel cur sets
* Finger waving
* Brow drying techniques
* On trend hair techniques
* Wig preparation and application and aftercare
demo
* Making of facial hairpiece and preparation and
application of the finished piece
Two day Professional Photo-shoots with images to
help set you up and help you further to succeed
Guest industry Global Artists

Course Title:

COURSE ENROLMENT FORM

Course Start Date:

Location:

First Name:

Surname:

Address:
County:

Postcode:

Telephone No:

Email:

Date of Birth:
Previous Experience/Qualifications:

Please tick the relevant boxes below:
I would like to pay the deposit now
I would like to take advantage of a 10% early-bird discount by paying the full amount now
I have read, understood and agree to the Terms & Conditions
If you have not already made payment you can pay by bank transfer to: (Please include your name as a
reference)
Or pay by card*, call DFMA:

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

• Account Name: Davinia Make Up Academy Limited
• Sort Code: 56 00 35
• Account No: 28380657
*We accept all major credit and debit cards.

COURSE ENROLMENT FORM

To enroll by post, please complete this form in block capitals and send it to:
DFMA, 61 Poole Road, Bournemouth BH4 9BA

Loan’s are offered with a competitive application rate of 14.9%* subject to acceptance

COURSE FUNDING
Typical loan cost

All loans are at very competitive rate
All courses are now applicable for our career loans Instant online decision made within seconds
To find out if you are eligible simply fill in your details and one of our career advisors will see if we can get you
onto your dream career.

Example
TUITION FEES £4,500.00
Less deposit of £500.00
LOAN AMOUNT £4,000.00 at 14.9% APR 36 monthly instalments of
£129.99 + 10% deposit to loan provider
First payment collected approx. 30 days from course start date.
TOTAL AMOUNT REPAYABLE £4,472.53

Call us now on

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

*Please note: Acceptance is not guaranteed, all loans of offered subject to eligibility and credit
check. Where necessary a higher rate may be offered after application.
DFMA is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority under Registration Number 627896

STUDENT FINANCE

DFMA MAKE UP ACADEMY are proud to work alongside a leading UK finance provider who are able to offer
loans to our students from 1 – 3 years subject to criteria.

1. DEFINITIONS
1.1 In these Terms, the following meanings will have the following definitions:Attendee

The person attending the course whether to client or otherwise

Client

The person placing the Order

Contract

The contract between DFMA and the Client

Course

As detailed in the Order Confirmation

Deposit

15% of the Course price (as detailed in clause 5.1)

DFMA

The Davinia Make-Up Academy Limited (07558291);
registered office: 1 Sunburst House, Elliot Road, Bournemouth,
Dorset BH11 8JP

Order

The order to purchase a Course whether verbal or otherwise,
as detailed in the Acknowledgement of Order (detailed in
clause 2.1)

Order
Confirmation
Site

As detailed in clause 2.1
www.makeupacademy.co.uk

2. HOW THE CONTRACT IS FORMED BETWEEN DFMA AND THE CLIENT
2.1 1A Client’s Order or acceptance of a quotation for the provision of Courses by
DFMA constitutes an offer by the Client to purchase the Courses detailed in it on these
Terms. DFMA will send the Client an “Acknowledgement of Order” on receipt of the
Client’s Order. Accepting payment or issuing an Acknowledgement of Order does
not constitute acceptance by DFMA of the Client’s offer. Any such offer by the Client
to purchase any of DFMA’s Courses is accepted and the Contract between the Client
and DFMA for the provision of the Course on these Terms will be formed on the issue
of an “Order Confirmation” by DFMA. If DFMA refuses the offer for any reason, it
will notify the Client as soon as possible and refund in full any sums paid to it.
2.2 No Order Confirmation will be issued unless the Deposit (as notified to the
Client) is received in full. DFMA may refuse to accept an Order for any other reason.
3. CONSUMER RIGHTS
3.1 Nothing in these Terms affects the Client’s statutory rights as a consumer.
3.2 If the Client is contracting as a consumer, it may cancel a Contract at any time
within seven working days, beginning on the day after it receives the Order Confirmation. In this case, the Client will receive a full refund of the price paid for the Courses
(including any Deposit paid). To cancel a Contract, the Client must inform DFMA in
writing. Details of the Client’s statutory right of cancellation as a consumer, and an
explanation of how to exercise it, are provided in the Order Confirmation.
4. COURSES
4.1 DFMA warrants to the Client that the Courses will be provided using reasonable
care and skill. All other warranties whether express or implied are hereby excluded to
the fullest extent permitted by law.
4.2 All copyright and other intellectual property in the Courses and any course materials shall at all times belong to DFMA.
4.3 DFMA reserves the right to cancel and/or amend Course dates, times, contents
venues and speakers in emergencies or for Force Majeure Events (as detailed in clause
9). Every effort will be made to give the Client as much notice as possible and to offer
a reasonable alternative. If the alternative is not satisfactory to the Client, DFMA shall
offer a refund of any sums paid by the Client, in full and such refund shall be the sole
remedy of the Client.
4.4 Any materials (including without limitation, make-up kits) are the responsibility
of the Attendee from the time of handover to the Attendee. Any replacements will be
charged to the Attendee and in its discretion, DFMA may insist upon payment for such
materials prior to replacement. Attendees should notify DFMA if they feel any allergic
reaction to any of the make-up immediately.
4.5 DFMA reserves the right in its sole discretion to remove from the Course any
Attendee who is disruptive to other attendees, fails to make payment under clause 4.4,
breaches health and safety guidelines or endangers themselves or others, if they arrive
excessively late or miss any part of the course. Where an Attendee is asked to leave

the course for the above reasons no refund will be given.
4.6 Refunds will not be given where an Attendee asks to leave the course during the
Course for of the above reasons.
4.7 Attendees must attend at least 90% of the Course to qualify for a completion
certificate.
4.8 Attendees will be expected to practice on each other for make-up and hair during
the Course.
5. PRICE AND PAYMENT
5.1 Course prices will be as quoted on the Site from time to time, except in cases
of obvious error. Course prices are liable to change at any time, but changes will
not affect orders in respect of which DFMA has already sent the Client an Order
Confirmation.
5.2 Course prices are exclusive of VAT unless otherwise stated.
However, if the rate of VAT changes after the Order has been placed, DFMA will
adjust the VAT payable in respect of any outstanding payments.
5.3 Despite DFMA’s best efforts, some of the Courses listed on the
Site may be incorrectly priced. DFMA will normally verify prices as part of DFMA’s
order processing procedures so that, where a Course’s correct price is less than DFMA’s stated price, DFMA will charge the lower amount when DFMA sends the Order
Confirmation to the Client. If a Course’s correct price is higher than the price stated
on DFMA’s site, DFMA will normally, at its discretion, contact the Client for instructions
before sending the Order Confirmation, or reject the Order and notify the Client that
DFMA is rejecting it, in which case DFMA will refund any sums paid by the Client in
full.
5.4 If the pricing error is obvious and unmistakable and could have reasonably been
recognised by the Client as an error, DFMA
does not have to provide the Courses to the Client at the incorrect
(lower) price.
5.5 Payment for all Courses must be by credit or debit card or
cheque. Payments with all major credit or debit cards are accepted.
5.6 The balance of the full Course fee must be paid no less than 1 calendar month
before the Course start date or DFMA reserves the right without prejudice to any other
rights or remedies, to prohibit the Attendee from attending the Course on the start
date.
6. CANCELLATION AND REFUNDS
6.1 Where notice to cancel a course by the Client is given to DFMA in writing up to
42 days before the start date of a Course, DFMA
will refund any sums paid by the Client less the Deposit, which will be retained as an
administration fee.
6.2 Where notice to cancel a course by the Client is given at any time less than 42
days before the start date of a Course, DFMA reserves the right to retain or charge
(as the case may be) the full course price including without limitation, the Deposit
unless the Client can provide a suitable substitute Attendee.
6.3 Where the Deposit is retained by DFMA under these Terms, the Client shall be
entitled to transfer the Deposit to another Course within 8 months of written notice of
cancellation of the previous course. The Client may only transfer the Deposit once.
6.4 Nothing in this clause affects the statutory right of cancellation of a consumer or
any other statutory rights of a consumer.
7. DFMA LIABILITY
7.1 Subject to clause 7.3, if DFMA fails to comply with these Terms, DFMA shall only
be liable to the Client for the purchase price of the Courses and, subject to clause
7.2, any losses that the Client suffers as a result of DFMA’s failure to comply (whether
arising in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty or otherwise)
which are a foreseeable consequence of such failure.
7.2 Subject to clause 7.3, DFMA will not be liable for losses that
result from DFMA’s failure to comply with these Terms that fall into the following
categories:
(a) loss of income or revenue; (b) loss of business;
(c) loss of profits;
(d) loss of anticipated savings; (e) loss of data; or
(f) waste of management or office time.
However, this clause 7.2 will not prevent claims for loss of or damage to your physical
property that are foreseeable or any other claims for direct loss that are not excluded
by categories (a) to (f) inclusive of this clause 7.2.
7.3 Nothing in this agreement excludes or limits DFMA’s liability for: (a) death or
personal injury caused by DFMA’s negligence;
(b) fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation;
(c) any breach of the obligations implied by section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act
1979 or section 2 of the Supply of Goods and Services Act 1982;
(d) defective goods under the Consumer Protection Act 1987; or
(e) any other matter for which it would be illegal for DFMA to exclude or attempt to
exclude DFMA’s liability.

7.4 Attendance by Attendees onto a training course, even with a formal qualification
certificate on completion, does not provide
any guarantee of workmanship, performance, quality or status of the delegate during
future endeavours of the Attendee. Any “ aftercare” given is given in good faith only
and no guarantees of work are given.
7.5 DFMA does not accept responsibility or any liability for Attendee’s belongings
whilst they are at the training location.
8. CLIENT LIABILITY
8.1 The Client shall indemnify DFMA and keep DFMA indemnified against all losses,
costs (including legal costs), actions, awards, damages, expenses, liabilities, interest,
proceedings, fines, penalties or taxation which DFMA may incur as a result of the
Client and/or the Attendees damage to DFMA property and/or the Course location.
9. EVENTS OUTSIDE DFMA CONTROL
9.1 DFMA will not be liable or responsible for any failure to perform, or delay in
performance of, any of DFMA’s obligations under a Contract that is caused by events
outside DFMA’s reasonable control. (“Force Majeure Event”).
9.2 DFMA’s performance under any Contract is deemed to be suspended for the period that the Force Majeure Event continues, and DFMA will have an extension of time
for performance for the duration of that period. DFMA will use DFMA’s reasonable
endeavours to bring the Force Majeure Event to a close or to find a solution by which
DFMA’s obligations under the Contract may be performed despite the Force Majeure
Event.
10. DATA PROTECTION
10.1The Client acknowledges and agrees that its details such as name, address
and other details and any other Personal Data (as defined in the Data Protection Act
1998 (“DPA”)) may be retained by and processed (as defined in the DPA) by DFMA
in connection with provision of the Courses. Details of how DFMA uses personal
information are detailed in its Privacy Policy on the Site.
11. GENERAL
11.1 All notices given by the Client to DFMA must be given to DFMA at DFMA’s registered office from time to time. DFMA may give notice to the Client at either the e-mail
or postal address provided to DFMA when placing an order. Notice will be deemed
received and properly served immediately when posted on DFMA’s site, 24 hours after
an e-mail is sent, or three days after the date of
posting of any letter. In proving the service of any notice, it will be sufficient to prove,
in the case of a letter, that such letter was properly addressed, stamped and placed in
the post and, in the case of an e-mail that such e-mail was sent to the specified
e-mail address of the addressee.
11.2 This Contract is binding on the parties and DFMA’s respective successors and
assigns. DFMA may transfer, assign, charge, sub- contract or otherwise dispose of a
Contract, or any of DFMA’s rights or obligations arising under it, at any time during
the term of the Contract.
11.3 This Contract represents the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes all earlier warranties, representations, statements or agreements (whether
written or oral). The Client acknowledges that in entering into this Contract, it has not
relied on any, and shall have no remedy in respect of, any statement, representation,
warranty or understanding (whether negligently or innocently made) of any person
(whether party to this Contract or not) other than as expressly set out in this Contract
as a warranty.
11.4 The parties intend that any person who is not a party to this Contract shall not
have any rights under the Contracts (Rights of Third parties) Act 1999 (the “TPA ”) to
enforce any term of this Contract, but this does not affect any right or remedy of a
third party which exists, or is available, apart from the TPA.
11.5 If any provision is found by any Court or
administrative body of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, such
invalidity shall not affect the rest of the Contract, which shall remain in full force and
effect.
11.6 Failure by DFMA to exercise or enforce any of its rights or remedies under this
Contract shall not constitute a waiver of any such right or remedy, nor shall it prevent
the exercise or enforcement of the right or remedy at any time. A waiver by DFMA of
any default will not constitute a waiver of any subsequent default.
11.7 No waiver by DFMA of any of these Terms will be effective unless it is expressly
stated to be a waiver and is communicated to the Client in writing in accordance with
clause 11.6 above.
11.8 If a dispute arises between the parties in relation to the Contract in any way, the
parties shall first try in good faith to amicably resolve the dispute within 28 working
days of the dispute arising.
11.9 Subject to clause 11.8, this Contract and any dispute arising out of or in
connection with its subject matter or formation shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with English law and the parties submit to the courts of England & Wales
having exclusive jurisdiction in relation to such.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

* A full Kit and brush set is provided for all
courses on the first day, to use during your
course and for you to keep.
* For courses including hair, a hair kit will be
provided for you also and will remain yours
to keep.
* A photographer is included for the final
shoot on every course.
* Upon completion you will receive a
recognised certificate.
* VIP invites to top brand events as part of
your aftercare plan such as: MAC, NARS,
Bobbi Brown, Urban Decay, Illamasqua and
many more *dependent on course

* Your student hair kit includes all the
essentials for session styling, including
hairdryer and tongs.
WHAT TO BRING TO THE COURSE –
* Camera
* Notepad and Pen
* Lunch
* Scrapbooks for inspiration (can be digital
also e.g. pinterest)
* Small kit of glitters, gems, lashes, foils etc for
finishing touches (optional)

WHAT’S INCLUDED IN MY KIT?
Depending on your chosen course:

Call us now on

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

* Make up in your Kits include the highly
acclaimed DFMA Backstage Pro cosmetics,
handpicked by Davinia, the kits are tailored
to suit each specific course. DFMA Backstage
Pro cosmetics are used on numerous TV
shows (BBC, ITV, Channel 5) and by celebrity
Make Up Artists.
* Your 14 brushes are all high quality, durable
and again carefully designed and hand
picked by Davinia.

That’s all! everything else is provided or given
to you...

The London Academy is located at The Worx, a leading contemporary venue offering a unique creative
environment. The Worx is ideally located only a two minute walk from Parsons Green tube, just a couple of stops
from Earls Court on the District Line. There are excellent transport links from The Worx either by road or rail for
quick access to the West End, City and Heathrow.

LOCATIONS
DFMA currently holds courses at the
following locations:

DFMA - LONDON SHOREDITCH
DFMA - LONDON SHOREDITCH

Motel studios which are set in a Victorian railway arch dating from 1865. Having retained the industrial soul of the
building while adding luxurious finishes and facilities it’s an amazing place to learn with DFMA! Ideally located in
the heart of trendy Shoreditch, London’s fashion and creative industries, DFMA London also benefits from excellent
transport links. Hoxton, Shoreditch and Liverpool Street tube and rail stations are all within easy reach.

DFMA - MANCHESTER
Located on the first floor of the Old School House under a high vaulted ceiling, Studio 1 provides a unique
working environment and is recognised as the North West’s number one studio and production complex.

DFMA - BRIGHTON
The Brighton academy is set in Copperdollar Studios which is situated in the heart of Brighton’s Kemptown, a few
minutes walk from the seafron

DFMA - BOURNEMOUTH
DFMA studio provides a prime location for the Bournemouth Academy, just minutes away from the fashionable
and popular area of Westbourne with its unique mix of shops, cafes and restaurants. The location also benefits for
transport links to the centre of Bournemouth.
DFMA - Brighton

OPEN DAYS
DFMA holds open days, providing
prospective students with an
opportunity to meet teachers, have
a look around to get a feel for the
environment we work in, watch a
demo and discuss career options and
which course would best suit them.

DFMA - EDINBURGH
The Edinburgh academy is based at the Dovecot a landmark for contemporary art and design, built around a
leading international tapestry studio. The studio is easily accessible in the heart of Edinburgh City Centre

DFMA - NEWCASTLE
DFMA Newcastle is at Mayfield Studios situated in the heart of Newcastle Upon Tyne

DFMA - BELFAST
DFMA is located at Belfast Studio Rental, Northern Irelands largest contemporary shooting space

To attend one of our open days, please contact:

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

DFMA MAKE UP ACADEMY
61 Poole Road, Bournemouth, Dorset BH4 9BA

LOCATIONS

DFMA - LONDON CHELSEA
DFMA - LONDON CHELSEADFMA - LONDON SHOREDITCH

TESTMONIALS

TESTIMONIALS
“My time at the DFMA has been fab! I have learnt loads and would
recommend the course to anyone interested in makeup and becoming a
make up artist.”
Justine Errington
“I chose Davina’s course as I liked the idea of a smaller class as some
London school’s have like 30 students! The school is located in beautiful
grounds in a luxury mansion house. Davinia is professional yet down to
earth and a lot fun! She has great contacts in the industry and genuinely
wants her students to be successful.
We’ve had some leading industry makeup artists teach us amazing techniques. Fabulous experience, I look forward to my exciting new career!
Highly recommended... none of us want to leave!”
Karen
“This was an amazing experience, I think we all learned a great deal
from the course and made some amazing friends! I completely recommend Davinia’s Academy, beautiful location, amazing teachers and a
great 5 weeks of learning!
Thank you so much to you all! Ren x”
Ren Su livan

Call us now on

0800 138 9064

admissions@makeupacademy.co.uk

“Such a good course, I didn’t want it to end! So much inspiration now
to start my own business. Would love to do more courses. Great teacher
Jane, Thanks.”
Jo Stephens
“I am so happy to have taken this Fashion, TV, Film Hair and Make up
course with Davinia Fermi Academy, not only I’ve learned so many make
up techniques and skills, but also meeting such lovely people. All the
tutors from DFMA were really professional, nice and helpful, doing this
course is the best decision i’ve ever made for a long time. DFMA also
allowed us to build up our basic hair and make up kit by having Davinia
to carefully chosen the right product for us. Moreover, DFMA has allowed
me to build up my confident by its diverse working environment, it proves
that no matter what races you are, Davinia and all the other tutors such
as Jane,
Gemma and Seema will treat everyone the same on board. So thank you
again for allowing me to be me and thanks for all the advice that you’ve
all been provided.”
Cecilia Meira
“Such a wonderful experience, I would recommend this course to everyone. Was so lucky to meet such wonderful girls and teachers. Jane is a
absolute star very intensive and very friendly, AJ is wonderful very creative
and a fun character to be around. The only down side was the course
went to quickly I would easily do
another 5wks here I Loved every second of it. Thanks to all the team.”
Grainne Byrne

“In the years of my work I have come across a few make-up artists, but
last October whilst on a photo-shoot for YOU Magazine, I had the good
fortune of having my make-up and hair done by a really rather fabulous
girl named Davinia Fermi, what I loved about Davinia, was that she was
swift, confident, clearly talented and knew exactly what worked and really
excelled in the Natural Look, when I saw the final published photo’s in
YOU I wasn’t at all disappointed between Davinia Fermi and genius photographer David Venni, I was more than happy.
So it comes as no surprise that her idea of launching a master academy
for students to learn and refine some of the finest tips and tricks of the
trade is taking off to slowly establish itself with huge success.
Over the last few weeks I have watched Davinia as she tweets some of
her latest looks from the academy and I have to say, they all look amazing. Utilising the finest products and brands Davinia is like an artist who
blends, mixes and then creates a master piece from a the blank canvas of
a human face.
Wedding, photo-shoot, family portrait, commercial project, or simply for
the sake of looking gorgeous, no need to ask yourself anymore; “where
can I find the best make-up artist?” as I believe she is the best you will
find, with a profile like this, can you blame me for arriving at my well
informed and 1st hand experienced conclusion?
Antonia Mariconda
“I have loved every moment of my time at DFMA. Davinia is a beautiful
person and a dedicated teacher. With genuine industry knowledge and a
warm heart, she genuinely cares about us as individuals and encourages

us to push ourselves forward in whatever direction we choose. Gemma
and Jane offer an immeasurable insight into different aspects of make-up
and since the course, I have more defined career goals and I am confident that the skills that I have learnt will carry me swiftly into a career in
make-up :)“
Sophie
“A great place to study, lovely location and learning from artists in the
industry is brilliant! highly recommended!”
Natalie
“I joined Davinia at her makeup academy this year when i decided to
further my career in hair and makeup. I had no experience in makeup
before i joined her course and five weeks later i am now fully trained and
confident in tv, film and fashion makeup.
Being a hairdresser for 16 years it was great to refresh my skills in period
style hair design and encourage the creativity within me that i thought i
had forgotten. As well as meeting 8 other fantastic girls
in our class with whom we have formed a very close bond, i have had
doors open up for me personally and professionally. Since starting the
course i have had work experience on the hair and makeup team in a
film where i also got the chance to learn some special effects, hair and
makeup artist on a music video shoot, and a fabulous photo shoot with
photographer Daniel Hermy whose stunning pictures of my model has
helped me with my portfolio.
We also had some insight to the makeup world in TV with a great talent Jane Aspinall. I have now started my own business in makeup and
hair and have many ventures to come! I thoroughly recommend Davinia
Fermi.”
Ange Watson

TESTMONIALS

Thank you Davinia, Jane, Seema and Gemma for teaching me at DFMA,
i’ve learnt so much on the TV course and the Fashion course, I’ve enjoyed
it so much and met such amazing people. The help and support has
been great and i’m looking forward to progressing as a make up artist!
Poppy xx

I graduated last year and have had some fabulous jobs so far.... I’ve
done a TV pilot, which has been nominated at the New York, Berlin,
Cannes and Rome film festivals. A couple of feature films, both due out
this year. I worked on BBC3s ‘Pramface’ and a lovely drama picked up by
Channel 4. I’ve done
various other shorts, magazine shoots and TV shows. I’ve just finished the
UK part of a musician’s tour, assisting on wigs and makeup for the band
and backing dancers. And just the other day I was booked on Downton
Abbey (eeeeeeeeek!!!)
Kirsty Nichol

I’d just like to say a huge thank you to Davinia and the crew for what
DFMA has done for me! I’m currently working on a small film with a very
well known cast (I’ve done makeup for Sue Johnston, Melanie Walters,
David Schofield and Alex Ferns!!!) and have just been booked on the
make-up and SFX team for
a feature film where Neill Gorton is doing the prosthetics!! I am SO excited and had to share with you all. Thank you DFMA!!!!! Xxx
Ellie Bush

I graduated in December 2013. I’ve done a wedding and have more
booked for this year and next. I’ve done lots of test shoots with agencies,
represented models as well as portfolio shoots
that I styled and came up with the concepts for. I have done the makeup
for several actors and actresses in a TV commercial
for a charity and did Chrissy B’s makeup for her. I also worked on the
press event for Wellbeing of Women. I’ve been offering client makeovers
and makeup consultations from home, which is proving successful.
Julia Edwards

Hi loves!!! Exciting news, I’m now blogging for
Vicenvirtuestyle.com which talks about fashion, beauty, travel
and other cool stuff check it out and let me know what you think!
Kyriaki Aronis
I’ve been doing a lot of bridal work, now almost fully booked for summer!
I’ve worked with some amazing bridal and fashion photographers, and
I was lucky enough to get my first press sheet from doing Sophie Andersons’ make up for a charity function! All thanks to DFMA! Fiona Lucy
Clark Hair & Make up Artist xxx
Fi Lucy Clark

My first feature film wrapped! Hard work and loved every bloody minute
of it. Keep an eye out in the cinemas!
Ellie Bush
I have had an amazing 5 weeks at DFMA.
I can’t believe how much is covered on the TV Film and Theatre course,
I have learned so much. The tutors really are top class, always giving a
thorough insight into the business, as well as letting us in on their personal tricks of the trade. This course is perfect for anyone looking to start a
career as a makeup artist in TV, Film or Fashion, I would recommend it
Thank you so much DFMA…
Charlotte Ward

TESTMONIALS

“Have really enjoyed the course not looking forward to it ending :(
have learnt so much, would love to carry on to do the fashion
course next. would recommend to any one who knows they want to go in
to make up but unsure what area as this will give you an in site to all the
areas and help you pick. Davinia is always talking about the academy to
everyone she knows and it has paid off
some of us where luck enough to get assisting jobs after just 2 weeks.
Jane and Gemma are great and bring loads of different industry knowledge.”
Jade
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